Good reasons for the Site Guide

1. Immediately applicable on every private and industrial site
The Site Guide does not rely on a particular GIS software or site specifics, so it works everywhere. The software is live on various sites and proves its effectiveness every day.

2. Synergies through a standard solution
Do not re-invent the wheel. Instead of isolated solutions, rely on a standard by using the Site Guide and thus benefit from synergies. The product is growing steadily and with each additional site, the number of forwarding companies and truck drivers who know and appreciate the Site Guide is increasing. Even truck telematics providers are integrating the Site Guide into their systems.

3. Wide range of functions
The constantly growing range of functions extends from navigation to construction zone management, interactive maps and comprehensive employee apps. By cooperating with Tagxter, you get all the solutions for information, orientation and navigation on your site from a single source.

4. Navigation is our core business
For years, we have been concentrating on the subject of "navigation on private and company sites" and are constantly developing ourselves. Therefore, you can be sure that your software is not a byproduct that does not get the full attention of the producer or is discontinued.

Give us a try!
We are sure that our solution will convince you. Just try the Site Guide within a pilot project (e.g. six months) and decide for yourself whether it is the right solution for you - without high upfront investment costs.
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